
A guardian w
atches over Tokyo.

Nobody know
s w

here he cam
e from

. Som
e

say he w
as created by the Yūrei (幽

霊
), ghosts

ofthe
sea, sentto

rem
ind

m
ortals

thatit

is
they,notm

en
thatcontrolm

ankind’s fate. Others
say

he
is
a
freak

ofnature, a violation

ofevolution’s natural developm
ent and as such, should be captured and studied. Loved

by m
any, vilified by few

; he exacts sw
ift justice to those w

ho stand against him
. W

hatever

he is, w
herever he cam

e from
, one thing is certain... BlueSpear is here to stay.
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From the pages of Andi Ewington’s
highly-acclaimed Forty-Five comes
the first in a trilogy of books that
expand upon the characters and
their story-arcs presented in the
Forty-Five universe.
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45

At thirty-two years-old, Akira Tomikawa is the younger brother to
Yuji Tomikawa – the legendary BlueSpear – a superhero that
walks the neon streets of Shinjuku in Tokyo. Akira is a Norman. He
works for a large petroleum company. 

I’m in a tenth-floor office, looking out of a window, over the hustle and
bustle of a Tuesday afternoon in Tokyo. Akira is sitting at his desk waiting
for me to begin the interview. My attention is drawn to a photograph of
Akira and Yuji, ‘hanging out’ together as children. 

James Stanley: Let’s start at the beginning. You’re the younger
brother of Yuji. How was your childhood together? 
Akira Tomikawa: In the early days we had a wonderful relationship.
We enjoyed many a summer in Funakoshi Bay, playing amongst the
fishing boats. They were good times. I was always getting into
mischief and Yuji was always there to put things right. Even from a
young age he was a guardian, of sorts.

JS: Yuji wasn’t born a Super-S, was he? He’s a 2nd Degree. How
did that happen?
AT: I am embarrassed to tell you that it was my fault.

Akira’s answer takes me a little by surprise.

JS: Your fault?
AT: I was twelve years-old. We were on a weekend break away
from the city. I had convinced Yuji to take a small fishing boat out
into the harbour. I wanted to fish for crabs, just under the sea wall.
Yuji said he didn’t like the idea; there was a lot of traffic on the
water and it was dangerous. I was selfish, I didn’t really give him a
choice – I was going, with or without him. I remember him sighing
as we pushed the boat out. We had been fishing for ten or fifteen
minutes when my line became snagged on something. I tried to pull
it free but it wouldn’t budge. Yuji was a stronger swimmer than I
and, like the dutiful brother, he offered to dive in and untangle it for
me.

He jumped over the side of the boat and disappeared under the
surface. One minute became two, then two became ten. I shouted
his name, but he did not resurface. I dived in to try and find him but
ended up in difficulty. Two fishermen rowed over and pulled me out.
When I explained that my brother had disappeared they tried to find
him also, but to no avail. The emergency services were called.
Hours passed. It wasn’t until the next day that they found his body,
washed up twenty-three miles along the coastline.

JS: Was he alive when they found him? 
AT: Yes, but not in the normal sense of the word. The sea had taken
him and claimed him as one of her own. He was changed, utterly
changed. Many say he was consumed by the Yurei, by the ghosts.
His eyes glowed like pearls, he had developed gills and his hands
and feet were webbed; he was no longer of this world. He stayed in
a coma for thirty-two days.

JS: Was he ever able to explain what happened? 
AT: Not really. He was incoherent most of the time, even after he
was discharged from the hospital. He spoke in mumbled, broken
sentences; of pale, shimmering lights under the water, and a quest
to locate a blue spear. 

Our family presumed it was a result of his near-death experience,
or the medication the doctors had placed him on. But he was only
home a matter of days before he disappeared from the house,
during a particularly heavy rainstorm. We alerted the authorities;
the police, ambulance, coast-guard. We had no idea where he had
gone.

Seven days went by and still we had heard nothing. Nobody had
seen him, there had been no reports of a body turning up or a
person admitted to hospital. And then suddenly, as quickly as he
left, he returned. Just turned up at the family home, with the [now
legendary] blue spear in his possession. That was the beginning of
the hero, BlueSpear.

JS: Did he ever tell you where he went during his disappearance?
AT: No. Personally, I think he returned to the sea, but he never
spoke about it. It didn’t seem to bother Yuji that he had put the
family through so much anguish. He looked so different, behaved so
strangely. The doctors and their hospital tests seemed to say
otherwise, but to us he was far from human, far removed from the
brother I once knew.

My parents found it all too much. They became scared of him.
Eventually, my father couldn’t cope with the shame and left us.
Then, my mother had a breakdown. It was a hard time for us all. We
continued living with my mother and her immediate family for four
more years. I never saw her embrace Yuji once during that time,
although she continued to feed and clothe both of us. She took her
own life when I was eighteen.

JS: How were you affected by such a traumatic childhood? 
AT: You have to understand that I felt responsible for the change in
my brother and the trauma it caused my family. I will never forgive
myself. After my mother’s death, I stayed to look after Yuji. I worked
hard to strengthen my relationship with him. I thought I could bring
the old Yuji back, but I was wrong; he grew ever more distant. He
was twenty-one, his powers were still developing but he was
rapidly becoming recognized as the phenomenon we all know as
BlueSpear. I came back to the apartment after work one day and he
was gone, all he left was a note saying he would be in touch. I
guess he’d decided that he didn’t need me in his life anymore. 

JS: Have you seen him since?
AT: No. He’s called me a few times since he left but we don’t talk for
long. In fact, I read more about him in the newspapers and on the
internet than he divulges when we are on the phone. I think he just
wants to hear a familiar voice. He never tells me where he is calling
from. We have become very disconnected.

The situation has become increasingly worse for me these last few
weeks. Somehow, my father has managed to reacquaint himself
with my brother and Yuji has accepted him. They are becoming
very close. My father has succeeded with Yuji where I failed. I can’t
believe it.

JS: Why do you think your father wanted to communicate with
your brother again? 
AT: I really don’t know why or what has brought my father back.
Maybe it is my brother’s fame. After all, BlueSpear is adored by
people. But I do not understand why Yuji has embraced my father’s
return so.

JS: How do you feel about Yuji’s decision? 
AT: Emotionally, it hurts. The pain goes deeper than the sharpest
blade ever could. I try to temper my heartache by convincing
myself that I lost my real brother the day the water took him.

Tokyo embraces BlueSpear with all their hearts; he is the icon 
of our generation. After he single-handedly fought and defeated 
N-NRA and O-RYO, two supervillains that were threatening to level
the entire Midtown Complex, he became a national hero.
Organizations began featuring his likeness on packets of sweets,
cans of drink, action figures, manga – there is even a computer
game in development! He also has a fan-club that dress like him.
We call them Spearos.

Akira stares out across the city.

Do you know what it’s like to walk down the street and see your
brother’s image everywhere, staring back at you? Wherever I look,
wherever I go, he is there, flirting with my conscience, a permanent
reminder of my selfishness.

JS: That must be unbearable.
AT: I would give anything to turn back time and change that fateful
day at sea. I pray to the Gods that somewhere, deep inside the hero
that is BlueSpear, my real brother is waiting, ready to return home.

From James Stanley’s interview with Akira Tomikawa, 07.08.2009*. *Source – [forty-five]45 forty-five
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“A sibling may be the keeper of one's identity,
the only person with the keys to one's
unfettered, more fundamental self.”

Marian Sandmaier ‘Original Kin’
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We all make choices in life...

These are my last moments
as Yuji TomikAwa.

Drifting through a world
I don't belong to.

But sometimes, life makes choices
for us. Forgive me, brother.
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I feel no pain.

At least, not physical.

I should be afraid, yet there is
nothing but calm washing over me.
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And it appears that my rebirth
has not gone unnoticed.

For fate has decided that
I have a higher purpose.

Death follows me, still.

But I am ready for it.

I am... changed.
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And I embrace it.
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BUSINESS DISTRICT. OSAKA, JAPAN.
PRESENT DAY.

EACH droplet of water has the
potential to become a great wave.
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A storm is coming.
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